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•" . SUMMARY .... 
The analytical e1aulat1on of E.I.c. Engine 
presented here has shown promise in the ,1nvest1g&t1on 
of.many facets of engine operation. It appears to be 
suff1e1ently realistic so that the merit of tajor 
changes 1n eng.1ne design and operating conditions 
can be easily evaluated. It 1a effloualy a relatively 
economic tool compared to the construet1on and test of 
operating units. However, it eannot be looked upon 
as a substitute for eng1~e development. Many important 
. aspects of the processes which occur 1n the eng1ne 
. and greatly influence the performance still det1 
analytical treatments, The simulation can be considered 
as a valuable adjunct to engine development. In parti-
cular it-can be used to gain a better understanding 
of the many parameters that influence operating units. 
The mathematical model 1s very simple, using 
... 
no heat release pattern. It has no detailed desorlpt1on 
of heat transfer and treats the flew of gas through 
the engine in a simple way. In spite of this s1mpl1c1ty, 
it has been shown to duplicate the dyna~~c~ of the 
' 
real engine quite satisfactorily, and to predict the 
effects on output of· var1at1ons _in the pa.ramet.eea," 
'. 
' ' . 
.. 
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A• t·he world moves. into ·th.G l1ate 7o•a, the crunch on 
.. 
energy supplies needed by transportation will become more 
. acute. 'fh1s is especially true in th'e u.s. as more 
.. stringent em1as1cn control• force lower gas mileage trom 
all.types of cars, trucks and bu~ea • 
That an energy crisis e'xista 1s not newa to the 
gasoline buying consumer. In some areas and stations 
gas 1s rstioned. In other places gas stations are closed 
on certain days of the week or between certain hours. 
' 
The problem 1• not new. W1 thin the transportation 
-industry the warning signs kept flashing et danger ahead. 
More cars on the road, less miles per gallon, deplet1~n 
--- of producing. fields, cost of finding and opening new 
fields, and ecoleg7 battles against new pipelines, 
·otf-shore oil spills, and cleaning or the air of noxious 
fumes. 
Companies d1dn•t ignore the warn1ngs 9 but the lead 
time wasn•t sufficient. Smaller, cleaner engines are 
__ , coming. Improved fuel economy is 1n· the works. And 
alternate lifil@thodl!ll of producing power and conserving energy 
•, 
are being studied and seriously considered for future 
development. 
Among the programs being considered by various 
geve·rnment agencies and industries are heat engines such 












. , r , 
as the Rankine, Branon, Diesel, Otto and Stirling cycles, 
.. 
which 1n many cases provide improvements in ea1as1on levels 
at the expense or tuel consumption. But also being 
studied are _other systems which have the potential ot l~wer 
emissions along with effici~nt @n®~gy use. The~@ inclute 
electric systems both battery-and collector-powered, and 
kinetic energ7 systems us1ng·tlywheels, aa well as 
comb1nat1on of engines with batteries or. flywheels • .An 
· idea of EoloCo (gngin@v combin~tion ©t fre® piston and 
linear motor, has excellent potential, which has led to. 
serious cons1derat1on as a substitute for the internal 
combustion eng1ne. 
I . 
The special combination of properties that make the 
Electro Internal Combustion Engine worth tb1a consideration 









Fewer moving parts, resulting 1a mechan1oal 
simpliei ty o 
Sin@Q pre~~ur0s ar® not limit®d bJ maximua 
all@~abl@ b®ar1ng lcads 9 higher p~~Qsures 
are possible 9 thu$ higher @ffiei@n@~® 
P11t@~ ~id~ thrust i~ ~liainat®d 0 therefore 
the pi$to~ @~ b®eome ~ho~tQ~ whi@h results 
in lower meehanic~l losse~o 
Hiih@r th®rmal and ~@ehaielieal effi@ienc7 
re~ult il?A over~ll ~ftici®ncies 'in the 
30<w40% r@.j{igQO 
An inh@rently quiet engine with extreael7 
low wibr~ti~no ' 
Inh@~Qntlr l@ng life. 
AJn.1 tu~l @~n be used which leads to clean 
GXh~u~t ps@So 
E:xe@llGnt to:rqu0 tmnd control character1at1·ca. 
1
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the oac1llat1ng motion are mainly due to gas pressures 
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2.0 PBEE PISTON.ENGINE. 
The tree piston gas generator turbln•.•T•t•m la a 
revolutionary internal combustion engine dev~_lopment, 1t is 
by no means new since Pes~ara, a French-Argentinian, 
invented the free pi~t@n engine ~W®r 4) y~ars ago. 
The tree piston engine 1n ills elass1ca.l form ls an 
opposed piston two~stroke diesel having 1ta power pistons 
connected d1rectl7 to compression pistons without the-4', · 
intermediary of a crankshaft and connecting rod linkage. 
The energy required for the return stroke of the power , 
piston is stored during the outward stroke b7 coapre1s1ng. 
the air 1n a pair of bounce cylinders. 
Two basic forms of the engine are shown 1n Fig. 1. 
The inward compressing version illustrated in Fige 1 (b), 
has the advantages of compactness and mechanical a1mpl1e1ty • 
. Compression takes place on the inward stroke of the pistons. 
Compressed air is delivered to an annular air rece1Yer 
surrounding the power eyliader, where it 1s stored until ;-
needed tor the next inward stroke. It will be neted. that 
the energy for compression must be stored in the bounce 
cylinders which are 0 th~rgfore, large. The outward 
coapressing t7pe of engine, shown 1n Fig. 1 (a), compresses'. 
a1r during the power stroke and del1ve·rs its air d1rectl7 
trom the oompressc,r ,. cylinders via a transfer duct to the· 




store only the energy -ror compression 1n the diesel, they 
-· ' 
may be much smaller 1n diameter. In either type of engine, 
some form of light synchronizing linkage is required ,to 
ensure that the two piston as·semblies remain 1n phase. 
Details of the history of the develcpmant of the free 
• 
piston engine may be found 1n references (1-j).* 
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) • 0 E. I. C • ENG.ID AND PROCESS 
The E.I.c. Engine, unlike th• crank engine, has 
pistons that oscillate without direct mechanical control. 
In this way pistons transfer energy between several 
processes that occur simultaneov1J!ly in the engine. This 
111 to be contrasted with the crank engine where the 
crankshaft and flywheel serve to transfer the stored energy 
between ~rcce~~ to occur successively 1n the eng1ne. 
In the E.I.c. Engine there is direct conversion ot 
the energy released during the combustion into electricity 
b7 wa1 of a floating piston. A magnetic core attached to 
the piston produces electricity at the w1nd1nga or an 
appropriate stator, see F1g. 2. 
A piston P reciprocates in an engine cylinder. A 
connecting rod B connects the piston with the electric 
piston E which has a D.C. winding around it. The winding 
1s connected to a D.C. source by way of tlex1ble conductors 
or a sliding pa1r of contacts. The excltat1on winding is 
oriented 1n,such a way that 1t excites a vertical magnetic 
field. '1'he electric piston reo1proce.tes 1n a stator S · · 
which has the power producing winding W a~ shown in Fig. 2. 
The engine 1s two-stroke, therefore the operation 1s as 
follows: After ignition, the piston moves to the r1ght 
together wi_th the electric piston, and .voltage· 1a 1nduce4 













. ~f very high 1ntert1a. At th~ end of a stroke,- the 
polarity of the A.c. voltage 1s reversed and the winding 
exerts a force on the electric piston which push•• the 
piston to the compression. It is apparent that the 
frequency of the engine oscillation 1s the sam~ with the 
• I 
A.C. frequency. The net power output ot the engine would 
be the difference ot the outgoing and 1noom1ng electric 
powere Th@ motion of the piston will be essentially 
sinusoidal, allowing for a small deviation cf th~ type 
of the phase angle of the synchron~ua motors. The . 
Wltage, current and velocity values are given 1n Pig. 
This mode et E.I.c. Engine has a reciprocating motor which 
operates one half of the.cycle as a generator and the other 
half as a motor. '!'his defies part of the purpose of the 
free piston engine. Indeed, the compression 1s. accom.pl1ahed 
with the utilization of high qualit7 energy, the electric 
power and the output of the engin@ 9 while in the tr@• 
piston engine the compression is accomplished directly 
" ' 
with the energy of the expansion 1n the preTieua hali-. of 
the cycle, stored in the bounce cylinder. However, this 
-arrangement was selected tor the first model used to test 
B.I.c. principle. 












4.0 THE ANALYSIS 
. . . 
-- -·· 
4.1 STARTING PROBLEM 
If the basic engine dim<ansions ~re not o_ompatible 
the starting current produ@e ~ pigton motion that exceeds 
the limits of operation~o In ~dditiong th~ ®ngin~ 11 
normally started during a single initial stroke under 
conditions far diff~rent from those used 1n normal 
operation. The engine dimensions aust also be correct 
for this starting process • 
. For these reasons, a dynamic study of piston aotion 
is essential to determine the more desirable basic engine 
dimensions. Such an analysis• if realistic, can also be 
I 
used to predict the operating charaet~ristics of ~iven 
engine. Further, some phases of engine operations are 
difficult to study unless both test and anal:,aia results 
are available. 
4.2 PISTON DYNAMICS 
The motion of the engine pistons serves as a usetul, 
focal point 1n the examination of engine operation. The 
energy-exchange between the tllree basic engine processes 
occurs $Sa re~ult of piston moti@~o ThG q~iity of a1r 
induced by the engine is directly influenced by the·· 
piston motion. 
Indeed 0 it· i_s found that all of the desired perfor-
mance results may be computed directly from the piston 
- ·1 • 
-10-
·' 
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One or the pistons may be considered as a mass upon 
which a variety of forces act. If these forces 'At any 
particular piston position are not completely 1n equ111-
' brium the piston will acce1erate according to Newton•• 
Law. The forces considered in this analysis, mainl7 the 
result of gas pressures, are indicated in the Fig. J. For 
~ 
the purpose of analysis it is necessary to consider a more 
realistic design, such as two pistons horizontally 
opposed in the c111nder block, in wh1eh it operates. The 
forces F1 , F2 and PJ represent the forces acting on the 
pistone The forces F4and P5 represent friction effects 
that depends upon the direction of piston motion. The 
position of the piston is measured with respect to' the 
fixed X-axis shown in Fig. J. X 1s chosen as zero when 
the piston is in the middle of its stroke and increases 
as piston moves inward. 
The basic dimensions o~ the engine may now be noted. 
The notation refers to a given position of piston, 1.e. 
x=O. The design of the engine ror the analysis may be 
completely stated in terms of eight design parameters. 
They are defined below and shown in Fig. J. 
DESIGN PARAMETERS 
1- ~ Mass of piston ~ssembl7 
,, 
' . -; D - Cylinder, Bore ,.,, 
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A - Cross sectional area of cyl1Dter 
nl/4 
L - Stroke ot piston 
Pt - Force acting on piston in combustion 
chamber 
F2 - Poree due to electric piston 
FJ - Viscous damping force 
- · Coulomb fr1ct1on torce 
The equations of motion for the piston may be 
written ae: MX. =-.~FOfcCE~ 
= F, (x.1 -F,(x)- F?> (,L) + F4 .... ~- - - .. · (r) 
. 
. 
It remains· to set up realistic anal7t1cal expressions 
for the force functions of Eq. (1). In general they must 
be developed as functions of piston position, the design 
parameters and suitable engine operating conditions. 
The pressures in the various parts of the engine 
furnish the means for the evaluation of F1, P2 , FJ and F4, 
the following expressions are developed. 
4.J FORCES ON PISTON 
P1 Combustion Chamber: To study the starting 
·Characteristics of the engine. it 1s assumed that no 
combustion takes and only air in the chamber goes thru 
·simple expansion and compression. '!'his process can be 
., 








.. -- - ·-· 
--·=. 
~-- . 
(a) When piston Pa moves 1n the direction x as shown 1n the 
Fig. 4. Pressure P1 can be expressed in terms 
~ -=- fo ( llo/v\ )'fl = Po (A• L/2 ),-, 
A . ( L/2. - x) 
::: f o ( Yz. ~ :t./L J ~ 
s1m1lar11y the pressure P2 would be 
P~ : P, (: y~ + lt/L '/" 
Therefore the net force on the piston 
F,:: ?. A- P,A = A Po [Ct- t )- ~ (-l + T )h J 
P2 Eleot·r1c P1aton: This force is given by a sim.ple 
expression B ~ I# T. t . 
10 
where F2 - Foree 1n dynes 
B - - Density of magnetic flux 1n gauss 
-1 - Length of wire in cm. 
'1' - No. of Amp. turns 
I - Intensity of current 
This 1s true when current is assumed to vary 
~ 
'' ·· .. 
per1od1call7 according to sine law, passing thru 
corresponding stages of their cycles at the same instant 
of time. Since the instantaneous values of current will 
be I max Sin wt and assuming the flu.x density constant we 
get ~ T l I. VV\«. 'K. S~"V\ w t-
Jo 
, . .., 
, 3 Viscous Damping Force: This portion of the total 
friction force can be represented with a suitable 
coefficient of. viscous friction c 
I 
........ 





where · f - Drag force per un1t of moving plate area 
subJe•ted to shear stress. 
A2 - Area subjected to shear stress 
Coefficient of viscous friction can be calculated from 
thus 
~r=~ 
where v - Relative speed of plates 
jA - V1scoeity of the lubricant 
c,(_ - D1sta.nce" between surfaces 
F4 Coulomb Pr1ct1on Force: This friction effect oan be 
represented with a suitable coefficient of friotion 
multiplied by the weight o~ the piston assembly. Thus, 
f~=-f~w 
Now it we assume 
K ~A.Po 
then the equation (1) ean be written in this form 
M x. + c x. + K [(O. s-1.Y~ (p.s t-T rt\J =- F. sl\1 tut .... (2) 
to make this equation dimensionless divide by ML 
~) ~~ ttsL) + ~l (o.~)¥\-1[(1- ~"st}V\ - ~+ :SL}j = 
Now 
~-
let z. = x. . , therefore 
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Although equation (3) looks comparat1vel,- 11•ple, 
this s1mpl1o1ty is entirely specious. Its solution 1• 
a matter of gree.t difficulty and only 11m1ted progress 
has been made in the mathematical understanding of it. 
The reason tor this is readily understood, the nonlin~ 
earity. In the comparatively simple linear case, where 
): o , the numerous ~omplex1t1es introduced by simple 
variations .of the forcing function. These coaplex1t1es 
are multiplied severalfold in equation (J). For example 
·the period of the solution of null equation (4) 
Z+ YZ. + A[(1-z)n-(1+z.))'\] = o ···· ····· (4) 
" 
. does not depend alone upon ~) Vl and Y • but also upon the 
ampl1 tude of the motion. In the ··linear ease we have the 
phenomenon of resonance when the period of the ~orcing 
function 1s equal to the period. of the solution of null 
equation and the solution 1s independent of E.. • But this 
1S not the ease for equation (J), where resonanc·e ls a 
function of Y, >.,-,)€ and c,J. 
·,: ~ 
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.s.o TliE SOLUTION 
"' The diverse nature of the expressions obtained tor 
the forces 1n equation()) makes difficult to find a 
general solution of the equation. However particular 
solution can be obtained with numerical methods. The 
method of Runge Kutta was employed and the problem was 
programmed for the digital computer. 
The problem was studied separately (1) homogeneous 
equation and (11) non~homogenaous or forc®d equations. 
(, 
In both the cases the equations were solved for discrete 
steps 1n time, the time step llt was chosen te be small 
enough in order that numerical in stab111t7 and sub-
stantial truncation errors are eliminated. 
The solution of the equation of motion provides 
the necessary information for the evaluation ot engine 
performance, starting, ete. The details ot these 
calculations, computer program and sample calculations 
are shown in Appendix B. 
It is evident that the solution depends upon 
several factors whioh might be termed as computation 
constants. The allo~able error for amplitude ,, and 
step size, .At, are examples. If these values are made 
.. 
ver1 small the solution will be accurate bu~ the amount 
. . 
of computation required will be very large. If these 
de large, the computation will be greatl7 reduced 
-18-
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): 
and the accuracy will be sacrificed. According to 
usual numerical techniques, the suitable values are 
chosen to give the best results., 
Equation (.3) 1s solved in the computer as free 
vibration witho~t any forcing function and with ~orc1ng 
function. •., ........ -
5.1 SOLUTION OP HOPI09ENEOUS EgU~'l'IOM 
The solution of null or homogeneous equation can 
also be analytically determined for small osc1llat1on 
amplitudes z. 
Z. + yZ. + >i[(1-z)"'-(1+zjv.J ::co - - • - - . . (4) 
Prom Binomial expression we can write , 
(1 +2:) n =- I- n '2. 1- )'\ ('l\+I '} 'Z.. 2 - 'n (I'\+ I ) (.'l'\+2) z 3 + . . . 
2} 3} 
• • 
( ,-z)l1• ltnz. + n("l'\+l) z.i+ l;('\l\+t)(n+2)z:3+··. 21 31 
• • • Substituting back in equation (4) and neglecting the 
cubic and higher terms we get. 
,, . . s . 
z +rz. T /'\I~nX.+(o)z 3 -r(_o)Z. +--·-1=0-··(S), 
= t:) 
-Equation (6) 1s linear and interpretation ot the solution 
depends upon the re1*t1 ve magn1 tudes of the parameter }\ · 
A bt" and Y • lat z be a function of ~ 1 subft1tut1ng 1n 
Eq. (6). 
We get upon a1mpl1f1cat1on 
' 
. b + ¥b -t 2/\'n .=o 




so 1 ved for b; and which 




·.- -~,-.- _.--~~. 
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yields two possible, 
l::;. =r- ··,;. .1 . ' 
.,., 
.. 
. .. ,_-.,. 
1 
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, i.. _. 
when Y~8~h the square root is imaginary, we ma7 write 
J, ::: o( s l(3 
the solution is redu©ed to 
z : .e i:!. t ( A Cos f t + B ~~ ~t ) 
The constants A and B can be evaluated from the 1n1t1al 
conditions. 
Frequency of undamped vibration CiJ"" • J 2). ~ 
Frequency of damped v1brat10Jl @ = J(z>.n) + *'2. 
.ls we know y = S: and >i = k .... i, .· therefore 
V\ _ ML(o.s) 
it 
or 
c?. · <a Kh 
J'vl'l < M l ( o.s-y,-t-t 
BKn 
n = I* 4 
ML 
7' D,_ 
where k - A P0 = 4 P. 
D - Diameter of cylinder 
P0 - Initial pressure 
L - Stroke of piston 
'l'he solution of equation takes the form of periodic 
vibration with diminishing amplitude •. 
·when damping constant C 1s large -enough to make the 
term J y! ~)\V\ positive, the constant b will become a pa1r 
' 
C 
of real numbers. Letting o<.. be-~• and the exponential 
solution for Eq. (4) becomes 
A coe--t? '*" B {,(-? )~ - j 
., J 
.. _..,_, -.- . \')) . ..; 
Z= e.. + e.. 
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It represents a motion that cannot be d~ecr1bed by 
·· a rotating vector of constant angular velocity; lt 18 
aperiodic. If the piston (mass) is 1nit1all7 in a dis-
placed position 1t swings toward the rest position, 
appr.oach1ng as an asymptote. 
( ,. l.· •. 
. ~-i . 
. 
. ~ ~~~ 
When the quantity "(=%A ti or c... = fY\l (O,S)"""1 > 
aax1mum rate- of d1m1n1sh1ng amplitude occurse This 1• 
the case of er1t1cal damping. However in the engine 
under consideration, the damping is expected to be very 
low, below the critical value. 
If the damping is very low and can be neglected, the 
other analytical approach which can be applied to 
Equation (4) will reduce 1t to Equation (7). 
z + A I ( 1- z. ·r'- (. ,+ z. )"' 1 -=- o _ . . . . . . . . l7) 
which can be further written in a simple form of 
Eq. (8) 
"' 
z + f (z) = o (s) .. _ - ... ... - .,.. ~ .... 
Z = - f (z) 
• o{z. 
z. iJ..z. = - }(z) .. - ...... -
If equation (9) 1s integrated trom (.%0 >0 )to any 
-
a~·b1 trary po 1nt ( z • Z.) , see F1g. S, ·~ get -
j z ~i. .. rz z. Zo 0 z ;;{""-z. = - Jr. t<~) ..t-z. , (IV' [1 r == f tz.) J2. 
. • z. 
• I~ -Z.="" -Jc d' ... J. 2:. ~ olt J2 5~ f(z:) ~z 
z. . -,0 •. -
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,-,._ ... ····':' 
if this 1s further integrated tor quarter cycle as shown 
1n P1g. 5, this expression will become 
So d. '%_ 
z.. J z J!" -f <-z.) J % 




T - 4 
- z J2 J:· f (2:. )ol 2- (Ref. 11) 
This method gives d.1rectly the period ot eac1llat1on. 
·· Analytical solution can be used to approx:1:ma.te the 
solution of equation (4). but numerical method w111 be 
employed here. For the given value of damping 
coefficient Y frequancy ~ and spring oonsta~t we 
found the graphical representation or z as shown in 
Fig. 6. It 1s evident from the Fig. 6 that the transient 
. response dies out after a certain time and amplitude of 
vibration is·· constant. '!'he same curves for different 
initial conditions were obtained by digital computer 
and the results were summarised in the following plots 
as shown 1n the Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 
The Fige 8 provides a complete tabulation ot the 
per1Qd of ose1llat1on of the null Qquation (4). It is 
clear from the F·ig~ 8 for smaller values of· spring 
constant .~ - 1f the vi bratlons start w1 th s~y very small 
initial displaceme~t Zo the period o~ vibration has 
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value is increased, the period of vibration reduces 
.· asymptotically. For example if the spring constant 
is 10 x·10.3 and the vibrations started with the 
initial value z. of 0.2 the period 1 0.0)6. For 
the same value of spring constant if the v1brat1on 
started with the .1n1t1al value of 0.9 the period of 
vibration would be only 0.017 sec. Further relationship 
1n spring constant and period of vibration is clear 
from the Fig. 8. 
The F1g.? shows the relat1onsh1p of 1n1t1al value 
ot d1splaeement, spring constant and natural_.,trequenoy. 
,. 
Higher the Talue of spring constant gives higher value 
of' natural frequency and smaller value gives smaller 
value of the natural frequency. There 1s some effect ot 
the initial displacement which 1s clearly understood 
f1:em·tthe Fig. 7. 
5.2 COMPARISON WITH DUFFING'S EQUATION 
If 1n Equation (5) third power terms of z are not 
neglected and other higher power terms of z are neglected, 
we are left with an equation of the form, see equat1-on 
(10). ~ -tYZ. + Arz.11z + 2n(n ... 1)(t:'+2.)z.J.J. e=.C ~ . ::!t f 
. ' 
.... . ~ 
Z + Y Z + o(.Z 1- 0 Z ; c _ _ _ . _ .. (.Jo) t 
The Duff1ng•s problem, equation (11), which is an 
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driving force K ~"" .n.t , ls almost like eQ.Uatlon (10) if 
· there is no 4r1v1ng force. 
- )'+c)l+o<.y-t~)l 3 : KSCY\...Q..,t ,o<..~o 
The equation (11) has been 1nvest1gated by oui-ting 
in 1918 and by many oth~rs since that time. W• can 
summarize the salient racts, 1n the form of a table, 
see Table I. 
If 1n equation (11) k=O, the equation (11) and 
equation (10) are alike (homogeneous). Therefore the 
solution of equation (10) would be like Duf~!ng•s 
equation without forcing function. 
<: 
! 
; .. -· 
'\' .. 
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~ _.. vi:. -t z,+ ~z. 3 .=.o , Y7o, .:<. =I 
Linear ( r=o ) . Nonlinear (~to ) 
( 1) Y 1- O, z. =!. O only per1od1c ( 1) Y =t- O, .z = 0 only periodic 
motion. motion. 
'·(2) Y:: O; Simple harmonic 
motion with arbitrary 
amplitude but fixed 
period T=2~ 
(2) '(-:: Os Motions periodic 
but not simple harmonic. 
Period T 1s a unique function 
of amplitude, and '1'=2~ except 
for~ =O 
Forced Oscillations: (Nonhomogeneous) 
i. t-Y Z. + Z. + ~ z.3 = H(-l:) 
Linear ( f=O ) Nenlinear ( f+O ) 
( 1 ) Y-; 0 , H ( t ) =P Cos ~ i: , CJJ t 1 : · ( 1 ) Y ~ 0, H ( t ) =F Cos wt 
All oscillations a super~ .There exist oscillations ot 
position of free oscillation frequency Q, w1th amplitudes 
of i,erlod 2 ~ and arb1 trary a function of t.,.> • For 
amplitude, and a forced 
oscillation A Cos u"rw1th A 






certain several such oacilla-
"' tions may occur. For ~-1 
(for which resonance occurs 
in linear case). 
r, 
· w =1 : Resonance case. lo 
periodic osc1llat1ons. 
Forced oscillation has 
•amplitude~ increasing 
linearly in t. 
--stable oscillations of 
frequency. t.J =1 with bounded 
amplitudes occur. General 
solution not known, but 
there exist many different 
types of periodic ·motions. 
Some periodic oscillations 
depend considerably on sign . 
ot • 
(2) Y f=o, H(t)=F Cea CJ ·t (2) 'f +o, H(t)=P Cos wt 
All oscillations a super- Easentially the same reaarka 
-
position of a free osc1lla- as for r =O. 
t1on, which 1s damped out 
exponentially, and~ 
forced osc1llat1on A Cos~ t 
with A fixed. All motions 
stable. 
()) y f=e 
H( t) =F1 Cos <J1 t+F2 Cos tJi t 
w, t <Ni. fl 
All oscillations, super-
position of a damped tree 
oscillation and a forced 
oscillation which is in 
(J) H(t)=F1 Co11 lJ1 t+P2 Cos .. 
-CJi t 1 Y = e : General mot ion 
unknown. Formal approxima-
tion schemes lead to comb1n~ 
ation tones. Mathematical 
•41rr1cult7 of small 
. divisors• occurs. t~fO: 




• - ..:.:._~ I • • - ' 
- . ~· 
.. 
J 
forced osc1llat1on due to 
each of the two separate 
terms 1n H(t) individually. 
osc1llat1ons containing 
combination tones can be 
proved. 
If in equation (5) fifth power terms of z or higher 
power terms of z are not neglected, the equation (5) will 
take the form of equation (12). 
Z 1-Yi.1- olz.+fz:.3 +Fz:S'+ Q,_z 7-+---· =O···l>2) 
The solution of equation (12) will be dlf~erent from 
Duffing'• equation which was discussed earlier and 1s 
self explanatory from the Fig. 9. 
In Fig. 9 we show curves indicating schematically 
the relation between the amplitude z and the circular 
frequency ~ =~in the five cases linear, soft, very 
soft, hard and very hard springs. These curves have 
common tangent at W =~ (the frequency when~=&, P=O, 
Q=O, •••• ). This behavior of the amplitude of the rree 
osc1llat1on as a function of frequency 1s so important 
that we emphasize once more that the a•plttude increases 
with the frequency with a hard spring, is independent 
of the frequency with a linear spring, and decreases 
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s.1 IONHOMOGENEOUS SOLU'l'IOI 
. a 
'1'he equation CJ) with driving force F0 Sin wt or F0 
Cos wt has not been investigated by any one so tar.- This 
equation looks simple, but its solution 1s d1Cf1cult. The 
reason is readily understood 1.ee ~onlinearity. In the 
linear case numerous complexities are introduced by 
simple var1~t1ona of forcing function. These complexities 
are multiplied several times in the case of nonlinear. 
Approximate analytical ~elution of Duffing•s equation 
cannot be used to solve .. equation ·()) due to complexities 
of higher order terms of z in equation (12), as it has 
been explained 1n the last section 5.2. Thererore to 
':) 
take into account the effect of the very hard spring, a 
numerical method has been employed. Fer-the give~ value 
of damping coeff 1c1ent r , forcing function e , frequency 
ty , we substituted different values of Zo and :found the 
amplitude of vibration from the phase diagram ot such 
solution. 'l'wo of the phase diagrams are shown in Pig. 11 
and Pig. 10. The same phase diagrams through several 
cycles were obtained by digital computer and the results 
are shown for different forcing funct1onJ.n Pig. 12 and 
------ --
Pig. 1J. 
I - . 
The curves which are shown 1n Fig. 12 are .for small 
-
value of forcing function E. He.re the syste,m behaves like 
linear. When we increase the system forcing function E to 
' ·-JJ .. 
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5000, the nonlinearity in the system 1s shown, see Pig. 
1J, value of z=O.? ls obtained up to%~ =l.J and drops_ 
all of.the sudden to z=0.24 at GJ~)'\ =l.)S. Similar · . 
results were also obtained when 1s increased to 10 1000 
see Figo 1J 9 z=Oo82 is obtained up to tJ/tJ., =1.55 and 
z=0.26 at QI,"- =l 6 /'41 p • • 
A peculiar t:,pe of 1rrevers1b111.ty for acceleration 
and deceleration of frequency is shown in Fig. 13. For 
hard ~pring constant, with light damping and 1nereas1ng 
frequency (starting at zero), the response follows the 
curve until this curve goes on the top or highest point 
and then abruptly joins the lower branch of the curve as 
shown in the Fig. 14. If the frequency is now decreased 
(starting from high value) response w111 follow the lower 
curve until curve reverses d1rect1on, where upon it joins 
the highest branch. It is evident that a hard spring 
syst@m can b~ brought up to frequency with reaching its 
maximum response, but it does not ~ch the ~~im~• 
' 
reape,na•eupon decrease of frequency from higher value. 
The soft spring system will respond in exactly the reverse 
I 
manner, as shown in Figo 14. 
Keeping this 1n mind it was decided to investigate 
further our problem by reducing the frequency :from a.high 
value. A computer program 1n Basic language was prepared _ 
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.forcing frequency is aitered (a) Soft· spring freqt1ency brought . 
• 
' . 
. u:p from zero (b) ... Soft spring frequency lowered, from a high 
,. '...._ ~, .. 
value (c) Hai-d .spring frequency brou.ght. ·up from zero (d) Hard ............ .. 
. 
. 
.spring freqaenoy·· reduced· .from .a high val~e. · 
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on this computer very carefull7 reducing the frequency 
starting from the high.er values in ~ery small steps. BJ 
this approach 1t was possible to get some more points to 
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Within the limits of confid@nce 1n the assumptions 
made in developing the simulation, it provides a very 
'· 
useful design tool, both for optimizing the engine 
geometry and for assessment of the probable merits of the 
concept. 
Some of the possible applications of the eng1ne 
simulation are described in the following: 
Effect 01 ... control variables. Having selected the 
values of the assumed param~ters for best correlation, the 
model may be used to study the, effects of t 1he control 
variables. 
One can find the limits of operation dictated by the 
mee~nical limits of stroke. With the known design para-
meters and condition of operation inserted into the 
simulation, the values of the assumed variables were 
adjusted to produce satisfactory eerrelat1on of the protype 
model. 
Effect o'f Assumed Variables. Values for assumed 
variables (losses and polytrop1c exponents) required 1n the 
simulation were ®ith~r tak~n from the literature, or 
estimated. The V$lues thus obtained were used in the 
computer runs. ' i 
. Very useful 1nformat1onrr-11&y be obta1n~d on the 
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parameter while leaving all the others fixed. A detailed 
study of all the assumed variables was made 1n this way, 
0 











The motion 1n nonlinear vibration 1s not harmonic. 
Nevertheless, they do tell us a great deal, because they . 
take partial account of the most important effects of a 
nonlinea:rr spring. Even the smallest departure from exact 
linearity makes the solution of the vibration problem ., 
most complicated and it becomes obvious why such problems 
are customar11:, 11nea.r1zed. 
It is evident from this atdjJ' that E.I.c. engine has 
a number of unique and attractive features. 
'!'he mathematical model 1s Tery simple, without 
taking into account the heat release pattern. It has no 
detailed deser1pt1on ot heat transfer through the 
cylinder walls. It 1s recommended for future work, te 
describe the combustion pro.cess, the ge·nerat1on of 
·, 
thermodynamic~ data, and the mass flow and engine per-
formance ealculat1on must be done by means of hybrid 
simulation, in which each computer handles these calcula-
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Area of piston head 
Area of piston side wall 
Density of magnetic flux 
Coefficient ot viscous 
tr1ct1on 
• 





Mass or piston assembly 
Initial Pressure 
Pressure 1n cylinder I 
after compression 
Pressure in _cylinder II 
.. after compression 
No. of amp. tum 
Initial Volwae 








































~ : ~L ( o.s-)11i+1 
C- =- FG / 0, S M L 
;:, I, 
Meaning 
Volume of c711nder II 
after expansion 
. 
··· Weight of piston assembly 
Clearance between piston 
and cylinder walls 
Drag force due to fr1ct1on 
Coefficient of friction 
Length of wire/turn 
Polytrop1c exponent 
Relative speed of piston 
to cylinder 
Measure of piston position 
Velocity of piston 
Acceleration ot piston 
V1sooc1 ty of lubricating 
Natural frequency 
Frequency of the forcing 
:function 








. This appendix g1ves details of the digital programs, 
which were written in Fortran IV and B-Basics. 
Digital results were normally output on a b1gh speed 
printer in tabular form. In add1 t1on plotter was used to , 
plot displacement vs. velocity of piston. Some examples 




Prog~am I ~ Fortran IV (Homogeneous) 








~, .. , ..... .... 
:.,. 
. 
..... _ ....... ;, .. . 
:1"'1, 
·~. -~~ .. :l~:: .··-·. ••, 0 ,""'."· '.u' •.,_,'.,·•- ,.·.· 
PROGRAM I ( HOMOGENEOUS ) 
•••• FORHAT CONTROL SUPPR~SSED •••• 
- ... ·.··.:--:,.-=1 PROGRAM SIHULTN{I~PUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUTI 
OIMENSJON UA(2J,TIME(100J,X(100J 





--- - -· · . . 0 T = 0 0 0 0 2 5 
T=O cg 
('O 10 N=1, 2 
U(Nl=UA(N) 
· 10 CONT INLJE 
CALL DERIV 
-·-···--·· ·- 00 2 0 . N=1 • 2 
20 CONTINlJE 
00 40 N=1,100 
• 
.·. :. 
. CALL RlJKl'TA (T ,OT ,NOVAJ?) 
··rrME«N»=T . 
X(N»=U(2) 
··- .~. i. 
. •; 
• 





. CALL QIKPLT{T!HE,X,100,18H•TIHE - (SECONDS1•,21H•OISTANCE 
1 SJ• 1v 15 H;qt P!S TON MOT ION•) 
/!" . - ~ALL ENO PL T 
STOP 
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.. . . 
30 
.:.- ••.. :..,.. 1'. --· -
. . ... •. ...-., 
40 
... --- ~ .. - .,,,,._..._.... ....... - ~-
Xt<2 ( NJ =F (Nt •OT 
U ( N l =ULJ O (NI + XK2 ( N) /2 • 0 
CONTlNUE 
CALl DERIV 
DO 40 N=1,NOVAR 




• ~. ~ 1..;. ... · .. 
T=T+OT/2. 
CALL DER IV - -.- ·- ...,,.,7.-~ ,: :-·· -.. ::-! . ·-:-.. ":'1'! -·~ 
n O 5 0 N= 1 , N OVA R 










··-·,.-...• ._.: :.·· 
~.-.-. 
50 U(ND=UUO(NJ•<XK1(Nl+2.•XK2(N)+2. 9 XK3(NJ+XK4(NJ)/6. CONTINUE 
.... -~ - • - ,..._ __ #" .• -- • -
RETURN 
END ---. ---- . -- ..... -- - - ,.,. ·- .... ---·- .... -• 
SCOPE 
- CONTROL-CARO-INITIATED LOAD 
F'WA OF THE LOAD 101 
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. COMMON U(2),F(21 




WRITE « 6 , 10 l U ( 1 I , U ( 2) , F ( 11 , F ( 2 t , XL EMO 
'10 FORMAT (5E 15.5) 
-------RETURN- -. - --- ----·-· .. -· --------~--------·- -~------·-· _______ ,. ····-- -- ·- . ... .. , .. ,, -,._,..... --- ., ·· -
ENO 
-.--,. ':· .. · 
. --:·. ~ -- . . 
SU9ROUTINE RUKUTA<T,nT,NOVAR) 
--.w. · .. ·--·- 0 I ME NS ! 0 N X K 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , X K 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , X K 3 ( 1 0 0 ) , )( K 4 ( 10 0 ) , UU O ( 1 0 0 ) 
COMMON U(2b,F<2» 
····oo 10 N=1'iNOVAR 
UUO(N)=U(NI 
- - ··10 - CONTINUE 
CAll DERIV 
- . .·. :·· : . . -- . . . . - ,• - .. 






---- .. - . ---- oo·· 3 0 N= 1, NOV A~ ... ~---··----~ .... ,, _, ... ~. ,-c~ ,_ .. ·. ··..--·~ .• < 
, 
\, . -
. .. : -.. ~- ... . i; · .. 
. .. 
·.-..:.:. c ... .......:.. ..... : -·--: • •..• 
. '-'- . ~ .-: . 
- . 
: . . ...;. . ~ 
• 
.. 
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. • ..•••••••••.••••••• 'I • ' • ~II 11 I.' I I I ' I • I I I. I 11 'I 1111 I I,, In "'I ., , .. ,·1,i:, r1 ""i r; r.: i1.1J r . ··1 M 11 r,: r·1 ,., '.i IM, .. , 
. ; . -
_ ... PROGRAr4 II ( NONHOJ!OGE11EOUS. ). 
~•¥¥ FOkMAT CONTROL SUPPRESSED•••• 
' .. 
•• 
· PROGRAM S1MULT~<INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT> 
U IM E NS I U t-J lJ A ( 2 I , T I t-~ 1: ( 7 u u ) , X ( 7 U U J , V C 7 u U ) 
5 
C OM i1 ON U ( 2 ) , F ( 2 J 
C Ot1c10N T, F~_EQ, XS I GM, XElA 
U A( 1 » = Oe 0 
lJA(2)=0oO 
DO 6C 1<=1,8 
• 
Rt:AO !5,50) FREQ,X·SIGM,XETA 
NO\fA~=2 
OT= u. CO 1 
. T =u. 
---· - - · - 0 0 1 u N = 1 , 2 
U(~l=UA(NJ 
·- --· 10 CONTINUE 
. CALL DER IV 
DO 20- N=1,2 
20 CONTINUE 
·· 00 "u N=l,700 
C-ALl RuKUTA( r ,OT' NUVARJ 
,·-··-. ···- -
T It-lE { N l = T 
X ('l J ·=U « 2 > 
Y (NI ~F ( 2 J 






CALL QIK~ET< 8~D,O.O,DX,8.G,L.u,DY) . 
CALL QIKPLT( Y , X ,7_00,10H•~t.LOCITY .. ,1UH'"UIS1'ANCE•,7H•u1,u2•) CALL END PL T .... • ... 'T"""'!.'IS. 
5 0 F ORM AT «. 4 X , F 4 • 1 ~ 6 X , F 5 • 2 , 5 X , F 6 • 1 ) 
-~- - ·-·· 60 CONT INJE 
~TOP 
,·,':-- ---- ·-- ... ·END-
-~ __ _..._, ---~ - -·-· - . 
,·. 
. ' 
·-~ : . 
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.. . ~--· ...... .:," .... ~.·..;;,· : . .:.·. . ·-. - . .. --· -- _._,., -·-· - . - ; 
----. ------ ·- ~ . 
.• 
-a-~-··------·-: - S U8ROUJ I NE DERI V 
C 0Ht1 ON U ( 2 J , F ( 2 J 
~" -~ ~- ... . ·- C O.i 11 ON T ~ F RE Q , X S I GM , >C £ T A 
"· 
f' 
~· -· :~:,.~ 
,. :.· 
;. . ---·--·- .. _-·· ... :7':·. -:-·-·---~:..;.~;-.··. ~ ,. 
DATA PI /Jo141 
. ·".·----. . . 0 AT A X l E r--: 0 <p SN I' 1 0 0 0 0 • 0 , 1 • 4 / 
Ot~GA=2ou~PI~FREQ 
·: ·- - --- . . F A= - XS I G N ~ U C 1 J 
~: .... : "• .. ,.:_ .. ':' ",,, ···- . ·-:-- •. , ::- .. ':": 
·:·· .· .. _. ;.· ' -:· ·'.: -.. 
FB =-XLtMo~«<1.-U(2)J''(-SN)-(1.+J(2J)••c-~NJ) 
~-- ··-- .. - . -FC='J( ET A:tt SIN (ONEGA •T > ----· . 
F (1 t =FA+ Ft:JtFC 
·. :'_,,., ·-~,.. .. -- .. -· F- (2 J =U ( 1 > -
RETURN 
.. '~-- . ENO 
··-· .. --
- --· -·- -- - .... ·- _ ... _ .. ____ -- ··-· -- .... ., .. ~- ........ ~ ···~ -- ........ __ --. ...... ... -
. I:• 
· .. ~ -- -~-SUBROUTINE RUKUTA<T,DT,NOVARJ .. - - - . 
D IHE NS ION X Kl f 1 u O ) , XK2 (10 U) , XK 3 < 10 Ci ) , X K4 < 10 ll) , UU O ( t I.I Ci J C OM HON U ( 2 J " F ( 2 J 
00 lu N=i9NOVAR 
U UO ( N » : U « N ) 
10 CONTINUE 
. . .... 
. C Al L O E R I V - . -· - .. . , .. 
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PROGRA!J II - Continued-
0 0 2 0 N. = 1 : ~! U J A ~ 
X Kl ( N)· = F Ci~>~ OT 
U ( t~ J = U U O ( ;·J l • X K 1 ( t~ ) / l. • 
CONTINUE 
T =I +OT 12. 
CALL DE~ IV 
UO 30 N=1,NOVlfR. 




U O 4 0 N:: 1, NOl/ Ar< 
X K3 C N ) = F ( N I • 0 1 
U(Nl=UUU(NJ•X(3(N) 
CON f INUt. . 
I =r +-OT 12. 
CALL -OERIV 
DO 5 0 N= 1, NOV AR 
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